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Loyalty to Ones Homeland 

 

 

Levantine Arabic transcript: 

  
&ت ;Cت#A  16@ '?1* ب*!3*س ا!:89*د ا!ز;5 ا!:89*د 5 ا$6*$�#5 -,4 3&ر *  01/. -,#+* ا$�() ا'& ا$�#" !  �-

-SE "#; *1& بGو  JثC اذا ا'Q*ن ;N,O ا'* بE @E *; @9/#M,&س L& بGي اتJثC اذا ;* E@ ب*$G'#* ;* بE @F,&س  ;* ا'* 
  ب*!ص) ;* Eی بM#/9ی E,&س 

  ;* بE @9/#M,&س  -
-  5M#91$ه@ ا 
- W��;ا ،Y#Z 
- W[*S9; *'ا'& ا @) Gح A; W+O1  *; ن*S; ،ا&O- Nص ب*^Lا G1- ةC*ل ;`ده�6* ا!-/Z ،* ر&Q*ل ب�أ- @E *; او ،

آC#9 و E@ أ-�*ل -W تGر أرب*ح آ/#Cة، و $Af ;* بC6ف ا'* بfS) -*م !:@ ا'& $?G هd 3&ر * بGه* آC#9 ا-*دة 
 i6ه1@ :#*م ب ،A#�+; @1ه A#9,jL @E ) و�ه*$6 Wf?9ا$,@ ب A#'ا&F$و ا ،*+#E (�6$5 ;`او$5 اF C0ب Ck'

A#On، بC#Q69 ا!-�*ل بGل ت#C#Qه*،  16@ ه&ي ا3*ءة ا693�*ل ا$&5O#n، 3&ء ا693�*$+*، هGا آC#9 ;&ج&د ا$�&
 . -1*، ;?*رب5 ه*!;&ر ه@ !زم ;S*ن تC &0 ا!-�*ل بQ&ر *

- #Q?ت ا$,@ !زم تdjS$5، و ا#/,Q$ت اdjS$ا!:89*د، و ا A- ةC#jي ص&L "#fح Y#Z A#1Q$ى اG; 4,- G,/$*1+* ب
M$يا*. p$*ح N?9ب C#ت ا$,@ ب*!خdjS$ا &L ،اCب ",j9Lا و اCب "S- ا، وC/$ "6,Z ر *، و&Qب A3*آ r^Sآ 

d); 5#ب*M ح#5 إ*' A; ،*+#E `#�99ب G,/$ا'& ا . 
أول jL,5 ب9#�E `##+* ا'+* ب,Gي، ه*ه*ه*،  ا'+* و1Z@  16@، ا'* ب?Y ب,Gي و ا'Q*ن ا'* ص*رت,@ CEص آt#6$ C#9 بJي  -

 بGأت ح#*ت@ ا$Gرا3#5 ب*'C9,fا، -S" ب/CE*3 ،*#'*0 Cت C93uا$#*، -S" ب�Z*1. آC#9ة ب*W$*6$، و ا'* دو$5، أ'*
!'& Y6L *+#E، ا$Y6S ا$Q&ري W#k- Y6L، ا$?M; Y6L 5F#F*هG و Y6L ... ب?Y 3&ر * و ب9�41 أ'+* تf&ن

C/8$*#` ب�خ) ا. ص/&ر  9G$ا (n @E t#6  رGF#ري ;* ب&Q$ا Y6S$ا C/ا$,@ ;&ج&د$&! ص (#,F$ . مG^9Q16@ ا'* ب 
 51Q5، ا'& '?1* ب,jSب بCj9Qا$6*;5، ا'* ب (F1$ة،  16@ أ'* ب#0,} أي 1980ه&ن و3*]) اCS- و A#O$!*ب| ب*S9' 

r^L A#6&$9| أرب�ح{ ا'& ا$/*ص حd5، ب G,/$ب*ص -,4 ب*ص*ت ا A; r^L . 5#; |#E 6" ب/*ص,Z *'رح ا*/;
 .  ب,Gيr^L، ت?�,"، $#t؟ !'& هGا 

 A6E*1; ب*Qح &/Q?  &'ون اGب (fSون بG,ب &;G^  ونGه*$,@ ب A#8,^�$ه& رج*ل ا G,/$*+$ 5/Q1$*ب @L Wأ'* أه
5#8^S$ا . @f?$م اG- ،@F#F?$ا G+M$ا ،G+M$ا N Cfو ت ،W,6$*)، ا! ب�9|، ا! ب*$6;G^ب#0&ر ا! ب *; ،AZأي و

  .   بJ;&ر ;*'* وا:5#6
 

English translation:  

 
-The international economic crisis’ effect on Syria goes with the proverb that “the dead 
cannot die twice.” I mean, basically our economy was dead already, [so] how would that 
[economic crisis] affect it? If a person is broke, say I don’t have money in my pocket, 
how would I be affected by the lack of the money in the world? I don’t have money in 
my pocket in the first place!   
 
-There is no money in the pocket.  
 
-That is the bottom line.  
 
-Okay, hmmm. 
 

http://langmedia.fivecolleges.edu/


-But excuse me, just so my conversation wouldn’t be understood [taken] as if I am a 
pessimist, or as if there was no business left in Syria. Of course business is thriving for 
many people, and there are some that make a lot of profit, but I don’t know, in general, I 
find that until now, Syria needs reconsideration in how business is practiced in it, and the 
laws that govern business. There are two important things: that some employees are 
hindering businesses instead of facilitating them; it is a misuse of their position, and this 
misuse is very common here. Fighting these things is imperative for the development of 
business in Syria.  
 
-Okay, you talked a little bit about the economy, and negative things, and things that 
should be improved in the country over the upcoming years. As a Syrian resident who 
went abroad, lived abroad, and work abroad, what are the things you would differentiate 
in the country, in a positive way, for example?  
 
-The first thing that distinguishes it is that it is my country [laughs]; it is my homeland. I 
mean, I love my country, and I am a person who had many opportunities to live in any 
country. I started my educational life in England -- I lived in Britain, I traveled to 
Australia, I lived in many places in the world. I love Syria, and I wish that …. Because 
Syria has people, the Syrian people are great people. The truth is that they are fighters, 
patient people that are distinguished by patience. If it wasn’t for the patience of the 
Syrian people, they wouldn’t have been able to live under this low income here. I mean, I 
use public transportation, and I am surprised by something: that we were in the year of 
1980 just like 2010; I mean, I would get on any bus of the public buses, and I would 
notice that the bus carriage [limit] is 40 people. Yesterday, I got on a bus that had 100 
people; I stuck it out, why? Because this is my country. The most important thing for this 
country is these loyal men that want to serve their country in any way possible, without 
thinking about their personal benefits. Any country will not develop without [people] 
serving it, with work, with education, with dedication, real effort, not talking about 
unrealistic things.  
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